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Diversity and specificity: auxin perception and signaling through 
the TIR1/AFB pathway

Renhou Wang and Mark Estelle1

Section of Cell and Developmental Biology and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, UCSD, La Jolla 
CA 92093

Abstract

Auxin is a versatile plant hormone that plays an essential role in most aspects of plant growth and 

development. Auxin regulates various growth processes by modulating gene transcription through 

a SCFTIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA-ARF nuclear signaling module. Recent work has generated clues as to 

how multiple layers of regulation of the auxin signaling components may result in diverse and 

specific response outputs. In particular, interaction and structural studies of key auxin signaling 

proteins have produced novel insights into the molecular basis of auxin-regulated transcription and 

may lead to a refined auxin signaling model.

Introduction

The plant hormone auxin, primarily indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), has a central role in nearly 

all aspects of plant growth and development, including hypocotyl elongation, 

embryogenesis, organogenesis, organ polarity establishment and tropic responses. One of 

the most intriguing questions in plant biology is how such a simple molecule can have so 

many diverse and context-specific roles. Extensive studies on different aspects of auxin 

biology have suggested that local auxin concentration, which is determined by auxin 

metabolism and auxin transport, as well as auxin signaling contribute to the diversity and 

specificity of auxin response. In addition, positive and negative feedback between auxin 

response, metabolism and transport all contribute to the robustness of the auxin network [EJ 

Chapman and M Estelle [1],2–7]. In the last ten years, studies in Arabidopsis thaliana and 

other plant species have identified a major auxin-signaling pathway. Auxin is perceived by a 

co-receptor complex consisting of an F-box protein from the TRANSPORT INHIBITOR 

RESPONSE 1/AUXIN SIGNALING F-BOX PROTEINS (TIR1/AFBs) family and a 

member of the Auxin/INDOLE ACETIC ACID (Aux/IAA) family of transcriptional 

repressors [8–14]. Transcription is directly regulated by a third family of proteins called the 

AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORs (ARFs) [15–17]. The TIR1/AFB proteins are subunits of a 

SKP1–Cul1–F-box (SCF)-type E3 ligase called SCFTIR1/AFB. When auxin levels are low, 
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Aux/IAA proteins bind to ARFs, and repress their transcriptional activity. This repression 

involves recruitment of a co-repressor called TOPLESS (TPL). Auxin acts as a “molecular 

glue” to promote interaction between the two components of the auxin co-receptor, 

TIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA, leading to ubiquitination and 26S proteasome-mediated 

degradation of the latter (Fig. 1B) [10,13]. Therefore, a rise in auxin level releases Aux/IAA 

repression on ARFs, thus activating the transcriptional response. This review will focus on 

recent advances in our understanding of auxin perception and signaling through the well-

established TIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA-ARF pathway, with an emphasis on the mechanisms that 

will potentially result in diversity and specificity of auxin.

The TIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA co-receptor perceives the auxin signal

A combination of biochemical and genetic approaches lead to the discovery that TIR1 and 

the related AFB proteins function as long-sought auxin receptors [8,9 ]. Instead of causing a 

substrate modification, commonly required for substrate recognition by many other cullin-

based E3 ligases, auxin enhances the interaction between SCFTIR1/AFB and Aux/IAAs by 

directly binding to TIR1. Subsequent structural studies further revealed that auxin enhances 

the TIR1-Aux/IAA interaction by filling in the bottom of a hydrophobic pocket on the 

surface of TIR1 and that an Aux/IAA substrate peptide occupies the rest of the pocket on top 

of auxin [10]. Strikingly, auxin binding does not alter the conformation of TIR1. Rather the 

hormone acts as a “molecular glue” to stabilize the interaction between TIR1 and the 

Aux/IAA protein. Therefore, TIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA proteins work together as a co-

receptor for auxin.

In Arabidopsis, the TIR1/AFB auxin receptor family comprises 6 members: TIR1 and AFB1 

through AFB5, which fall into 3 phylogenetic clades [11,18]. When auxin response was 

assessed in the root, mutations in TIR1, but not the other members of the family, cause a 

significant decrease in response. However, defects in auxin response were drastically 

enhanced in higher-order mutants (e.g., tir1afb2afb3), indicating the existence of functional 

redundancy among the TIR1/AFB genes [11,18 ]. Further studies demonstrate that different 

TIR1/AFBs exhibit divergent properties. Genetic analysis of different combinations of tir1, 

afb1, afb2 and afb3 mutants revealed that TIR1 and AFB2 play more important roles than 

the others at least during seedling development [18]. The pattern of TIR1, AFB1, AFB2 and 

AFB3 mRNA accumulation is very broad and in general quite similar. However, the pattern 

of TIR1, AFB2, and AFB3 protein accumulation is highly restricted to growing regions of 

the plant suggesting a posttranscriptional regulatory mechanism. In contrast, AFB1 protein 

accumulation is similar to the pattern of transcription. Promoter swap experiments indicate 

that the difference between TIR1 and AFB1 regulation resides with the coding sequence of 

the protein [18].

In vitro pull-down experiments and yeast-two-hybrid-based protein interaction studies 

revealed that different TIR1/AFBs showed different affinity for the same Aux/IAA [13,18], 

suggesting that combinations of different TIR1/AFB receptors may partially account for the 

diversity of auxin response. Furthermore, AFB5 (and probably also AFB4) binds the 

synthetic auxin picloram with much higher affinity than TIR1 [13,19,20]. The different 

affinity that different receptor proteins exhibit for picloram may result from amino acid 
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substitutions within the auxin-binding pocket. However, variation in other amino acids 

should also be considered since recent results showed that amino acids outside the auxin-

binding pocket also contribute to auxin-mediated assembly of the co-receptor system [21]. 

In addition, Havens et al. systemically characterized the degradation of different Aux/IAA 

proteins in combination with TIR1 and AFB2 using a synthetic system in yeast [14]. In this 

system, exogenous auxin promotes interaction between the TIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA-YFP 

proteins resulting in degradation of the Aux/IAA-YFP fusion protein through the yeast 

ubiquitination system. By monitoring the loss of Aux/IAA-YFP, the authors discovered that 

TIR1 and AFB2 have very different activities even with the same Aux/IAA protein. This 

result further supports the notion that selection of TIR1/AFBs may contribute to the 

diversity and specificity of auxin response Given that, in different contexts, the available 

concentrations of different TIR1/AFB receptors could vary significantly, many 

quantitatively different combinations of TIR1/AFB proteins may form, and result in various 

signaling outputs, thus enhancing the tunability of auxin response. Taken together, the 

variation among the TIR1/AFBs could be an important contributor to the diversity and 

specificity of auxin response.

In addition to the TIR1/AFB family, the Aux/IAA family also comprises multiple members 

and has been shown to contribute to the diversity and specificity of auxin response. The 

Arabidopsis genome encodes 29 Aux/IAA proteins. Mis-expression and promoter-swap 

studies have showed that variation in protein sequence is important for conferring distinct 

functions to different Aux/IAAs [17,22,23]. Most Aux/IAA proteins have four conserved 

modular domains (Fig. 1A) [24]. The N-terminal domain I (DI) is required for 

transcriptional repression and recruits co-repressor proteins including TOPLESS (TPL) 

[25,26]. The C-terminal domain (CTD, also called DIII/IV, or separately as DIII and DIV) 

mediates interaction with the ARF transcription factors. Domain II (DII) is located between 

DI and DIII/IV and is responsible for protein instability through direct interaction with auxin 

and the TIR1/AFBs.

DII contains a 13 amino acid degron motif, which is required for the characteristic instability 

of Aux/IAAs [8,9,27 ]. Studies on the structure of a TIR1-auxin-IAA7 degron complex 

showed that the degron directly contacts TIR1 and auxin [10]. Mutations in the amino acid 

sequences of the DII, especially the highly conserved Gly-Trp-Pro-Pro-Val (GWPPV) motif 

stabilize Aux/IAAs by abolishing its interaction with the SCFTIR1/AFB complexes [8,9,28]. 

Based on the degron nature of DII, an auxin sensor has been developed by fusing a fragment 

of IAA28 containing DII with a florescence protein [29]. An increase in auxin level triggers 

degradation of the fusion protein. Although DII is both necessary and sufficient for auxin-

mediated degradation of Aux/IAAs [8–10,27], data published by several labs demonstrate 

that sequences outside of DII also contribute to the instability of Aux/IAAs by affecting 

their affinity for auxin and TIR1/AFBs [12–14]. The DII sequences of most Aux/IAAs are 

conserved, but variations exist [13]. Using yeast two hybrid and quantitative IAA binding 

assays, Calderón Villalobos et al. showed that different combinations of TIR1 and Aux/IAA 

proteins form co-receptor complexes with a wide range of auxin-binding affinities [13]. 

Furthermore, degradation assays of Aux/IAAs using an in planta approach and the synthetic 

yeast system both showed that different Aux/IAAs exhibit different degradation rates 
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[12,14]. Therefore, various combinations of TIR1/AFB and Aux/IAA proteins may be the 

molecular basis for the large and dynamic range of auxin responses and the diversity of 

processes in which auxin acts.

TPL-Aux/IAA complexes repress auxin-responsive gene expression 

through affecting chromatin conformation

Aux/IAAs repress transcriptional activity of ARFs by recruiting co-repressors including 

TPL and TOPLESS RELATED (TPR) proteins through an Ethylene response factor-

Associated amphiphilic Repression (EAR) motif in the DI domain (Fig. 1B) [26]. Genetic, 

pharmacological and biochemical evidence demonstrates that one mechanism of TPL/TPRs-

mediated transcriptional repression is through recruiting histone deacetylases (HDACs) 

[25,30,31 ]. HDACs remove acetylation from histone tails of nucleosomes, and 

hypoacetylation of histones correlates with chromatin status that favors transcriptional 

repression (Fig. 1B) [32]. Histone acetylation has been shown to play an important role in 

modulating auxin-responsive gene expression [33]. Interestingly, different TPL/TPRs may 

interact with different transcription factors, and the HDACs recruited by TPL/TPRs may 

also vary [25,30,31,34], suggesting additional layers of regulation may exist through 

combinations of different Aux/IAAs, TPL/TPRs and HDACs.

Aux/IAA-ARF multimerization regulates target gene expression

The interaction between the ARF transcription factors and the Aux/IAA co-repressors is a 

key aspect of auxin regulation [35]. DIII/IV regions of Aux/IAA proteins and ARF 

transcription factors are homologous and mediate Aux/IAA-ARF interaction. Similar to 

Aux/IAAs, ARFs also consist of modular domains. In addition to the DIII/IV, ARFs contain 

an amino-terminal DNA-binding domain (DBD) and a middle domain (MD) that acts as 

either an activation or repression domain. There are 23 ARF genes in Arabidopsis. Based on 

transient assays in transfected protoplasts, five Arabidopsis ARFs, (ARF5, ARF6, ARF7, 

ARF8 and ARF19) were characterized as transcriptional activators. The other ARFs were 

classified as repressors based on either the transient assays or the putative repression motif 

carried in their MD [15]. Multiple lines of evidence indicate that DIII/IV is required for 

interaction between Aux/IAAs and ARFs and also homo- or hetero-interaction between 

Aux/IAAs themselves [36,37 ]. It has been shown that most Aux/IAAs can interact with 

many Aux/IAAs and ARFs and the interactions between Aux/IAAs are largely 

indiscriminant, at least in the yeast-2-hybrid context [37]. Several different interaction 

assays have shown that some ARFs interact with themselves or other ARFs [38–42]. 

Therefore, in addition to ARF-Aux/IAA dimerization, DIII/IV has been thought to mediate 

ARF-ARF dimerization as well. However, in a systematic yeast-two-hybrid-based screen for 

interactions among Aux/IAA and ARF proteins that utilized just the DIII/IV domain, only a 

few ARF-ARF interactions were observed, whereas many ARF-Aux/IAA and Aux/IAA-

Aux/IAA interacting pairs were identified [37]. These results suggest that either DIII/IV is 

not the major player for ARF-ARF interactions or that DIII/IV is not sufficient to mediate 

efficient ARF-ARF interaction in yeast (see below).
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It has been thought for many years that Aux/IAAs repress transcriptional activity of ARFs 

by forming Aux/IAA-ARF dimers through the conserved DIII/IV regions. However, recent 

studies suggest that Aux/IAA can also form multimers [42–44]. Bioinformatics analyses 

suggested that the DIII/IV region of most Aux/IAAs (except for IAA29, IAA31, IAA32 and 

IAA33) and ARFs (except for ARF10, ARF14, ARF15, ARF16, ARF20 and ARF21) forms 

a type I/II Phox and Bem1p (PB1) protein-protein interaction domain (Fig. 1A) [45]. A PB1 

domain can comprise an acidic surface (type I), a basic surface (type II), or both (type I/II). 

For type I/II PB1 domains the presence of acidic and basic surfaces on opposite faces of the 

domain facilitates directional interactions resulting in the formation of polymers. Structural 

studies of DIII/IV of ARF5 and ARF7 demonstrate that multimerization between ARFs and 

Aux/IAAs can occur and that multiple Aux/IAAs may be required for efficient repression 

(Fig. 1B)[42,44]. In agreement with this notion, the auxin response defects of transgenic 

plants overexpressing iaa16-1 (an auxin-insensitive stabilized mutant) were reverted by 

mutations of the conserved interface residues on either one of the two electrostatic interfaces 

of IAA16 PB1 domain. These mutations abolish Aux/IAA-ARF or Aux/IAA-Aux/IAA 

multimerization but not dimerization since the remaining interface (type I or II) can still 

form dimers with the oppositely-charged interface (type II or I) of an Aux/IAA or ARF[42]. 

When in vitro pulldown assays were conducted to test the interaction between ARF5 and 

IAA12, mutations in either interface of the PB1 domain of IAA12 significantly reduced the 

interaction, whereas mutations in both interfaces abolished the interaction [44]. Furthermore, 

in plants, mutations in one surface of the overexpressed ARF7 significantly increased the 

response of the DR5 promoter to auxin. In contrast, when both surfaces were mutated ARF7 

induced DR5 activity independently of auxin [44]. These results support the notion that 

multimerization between Aux/IAAs and ARFs is required for efficient repression of the 

transcriptional activity of ARFs. It is still not clear if ARF7 forms DIII/IV-based homo-

multimers in physiological conditions. Most interaction studies using DIII/IV of ARFs and 

Aux/IAAs have shown that the heterotypic ARF-Aux/IAA interactions are much stronger 

than homotypic ARF-ARF interactions [37,42 ]. Therefore, it is likely that in physiological 

conditions, when Aux/IAAs are present, ARF-Aux/IAA complexes are formed with many 

more Aux/IAAs than ARFs (Fig. 1B). Of course it is also possible that ARFs form higher-

order complexes, especially when Aux/IAAs are degraded at high auxin levels. Taken 

together, these data refine the classical Aux/IAA-ARF-dimerization-based auxin-signaling 

model (Fig. 1). The inclusion of more than one Aux/IAA in a transcription-regulatory 

complex may enhance the tunability of auxin response since different Aux/IAAs involved 

will allow more inputs of developmental and environmental signals. Simultaneously, the 

new findings confront auxin researchers with many new questions. Do Aux/IAA-ARF 

complexes contain different Aux/IAA or ARF proteins and what is the composition of the 

complex in different cellular contexts? Does multimerization affect the affinity of Aux/IAAs 

for other signaling components? Does mutimerization affect binding of ARFs to target 

promoters? Do IAA29, IAA31, IAA32 and IAA33 disturb mutimerization since they only 

contain one electrostatic interface in their PB1 domain according to the bioinformatics 

prediction [45]?. More structural studies on different Aux/IAAs and ARFs multimers may 

help to answer these questions and gain further insight into the impact of multimerization of 

Aux/IAAs and ARFs on diversity and specificity of auxin response.
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It is still not clear how repressor ARFs regulate gene repression or whether their function is 

auxin responsive. Yeast-two-hybrid assays have identified very few interactions between 

DIII/IV of repressor ARFs and that of Aux/IAAs [37]. Three hypotheses have been offered 

concerning the mechanism of ARF repression [6]. First, repressor ARFs may repress the 

transcriptional activities of activator ARFs by forming heterodimers. Second, repressor 

ARFs may directly recruit co-repressors TPL/TPRs through the EAR domains that have 

been identified in some repressor ARFs [34]. Alternatively, repressor ARFs may compete 

with activator ARFs for AuxREs in target promoters. Actually, all these three mechanisms 

may exist simultaneously, and more structural and functional analyses are needed to shed 

light on the detailed mechanisms.

ARFs regulate auxin responsive expression of genes by binding to AuxREs 

in their promoters

It has long been recognized that ARFs directly bind to auxin-response elements (AuxREs) in 

the promoters of auxin responsive genes through their DBD [16,46–48]. Surprisingly, a 

recent structural study of ARF5 and ARF1 DNA binding domains (DBD) revealed that a 

subdomain within the DBD, called dimerization domain or DD (Figure 1A), mediates 

homodimerization in both solution and in crystals [49]. Substitution of the conserved 

residues on the dimerization interface of ARF5 DD attenuated or even abolished ARF5 

homodimerization. Importantly, the mutations also affected ARF5 function in plants, 

suggesting that DBD-mediated dimerization is required for ARF function. When 

dimerization was tested in a transient protoplast expression system, deletion of DIII/IV only 

slightly reduced homo-dimerization of ARF5, suggesting that DBD is sufficient for 

dimerization in vivo, but that interactions through domain III/IV may help to stabilize 

dimers [49]. The residues that contribute to ARF-ARF binding are highly conserved among 

different ARFs. Furthermore, the same mechanism of DBD-mediated homodimerization was 

also observed for ARF1, which is phylogenetically distinct from ARF5. Therefore, it is 

likely that most, if not all, ARFs homodimerize through their DBD.

In addition, these authors showed that homodimerization of the ARF DBD generated 

cooperative DNA binding to a inverted repeat of two AuxREs, although weaker monomeric 

ARF binding was also detected [49]. The canonical AuxRE TGTCTC was originally 

identified as an enriched motif in the promoter of auxin response genes [46], and was later 

shown to be sufficient for ARF binding [48]. By co-crystalizing ARF1 with AuxRE DNA, 

Boer et al. reveal that ARFs bind AuxREs through the B3 subdomain within the DBD 

(Figure 1A) [49]. Strikingly, protein binding microarray studies showed that both ARF1 and 

ARF5 prefer the same DNA binding site despite the fact that the two ARFs have very 

different biological functions. Quantitative assays reveal that ARF5 binding to the AuxRE is 

stronger than that of ARF1. Further studies showed that ARF5 is more tolerant of changes in 

the spacing between adjacent AuxREs than is ARF1. This suggests a model in which ARF 

dimers bind two AuxREs as molecular calipers with ARF-specific preferences with respect 

to AuxRE spacing. However, these results were obtained from in vitro studies using purified 

DBDs. It is possible that in physiological conditions, sequence degeneration of AuxREs may 

still be an important factor that determines binding preference of different ARFs. Moreover, 
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ARFs that bind to AuxREs with non-optimal spacing for DBD-mediated ARF dimerization 

may also play some roles in regulating gene expression. In certain conditions, these ARFs 

may form multimers through DIII/IV with each other or ARF dimers that bind to AuxREs 

with preferred spacing. In turn, the multimerization of ARFs may affect local chromatin 

structure, thereby modulating the promoter activity. Therefore, both the sequence and the 

distribution pattern of AuxREs in target promoters may contribute to diversity and specificity 

of auxin responsive gene expression.

Cho et al. recently showed that auxin treatment promotes binding of ARF7 and ARF19 to 

their target promoters, which correlates with the enhancement of transcriptional activity of 

the ARFs [50]. Similarly, Walcher et al. reported previously that auxin treatment enhances 

ARF5 binding to its target promoters [51]. These findings suggest that in addition to 

repressing the transcriptional activity of ARFs, the Aux/IAA co-repressor complexes may 

block ARFs from efficient binding to their target promoters. The complexes may directly 

affect the accessibility of the DBD for dimerization or binding to AuxREs. Alternatively, the 

Aux/IAA co-repressor complexes that bind DNA-binding ARFs may maintain the chromatin 

in a ‘tight’ state, thus preventing efficient access of more ARFs.

Post-translational modifications of the core auxin components affect auxin 

signaling

Like many other proteins involved in signal transduction, the components of auxin signaling 

can be subjected to post-translational modifications. Terrile et al. showed that nitric oxide 

(NO) modulates auxin signaling through S-nitrilation of TIR1 (Fig. 1B) [52]. TIR1 S-

nitrilation enhances TIR1-Aux/IAA interaction, promoting degradation of Aux/IAA proteins 

by the SCFTIR1/AFB complex. Furthermore, ARFs have recently been shown to undergo 

phosphorylation through a TRACHEARY ELEMENT DIFFERENTIATION INHIBITORY 

FACTOR (TDIF)-TDIF RECEPTOR (TDR)-BRASSINOSTEROID-INSENSITIVE2 

(BIN2) module [50]. During the process of lateral root initiation, the secreted peptide TDIF 

binds its receptor TDR, and the TDIF-initiated TDR signaling directly acts to promote 

BIN2-mediated phosphorylation of ARF7 and ARF19. ARF phosphorylation suppresses 

their interaction with Aux/IAAs, thus enhancing DNA binding and transcriptional activity. 

Similarly, a previous report showed that BIN2 also phosphorylates ARF2 [53]. However, in 

this case, phosphorylation leads to loss of DNA binding independent of Aux/IAA binding. 

In any case, these data suggest that post-translational modifications of ARFs may constitute 

another layer of regulation of auxin signaling outputs.

Other transcription factors may modulate auxin signaling by interacting 

with Aux/IAAs and ARFs

In addition to the interaction between Aux/IAAs and ARFs, both groups of proteins have 

been reported to interact with other transcriptional regulators. A recent study showed that a 

sunflower Aux/IAA, HaIAA27 binds a heat shock transcription factor HaHSFA9, and 

further demonstrated that HaIAA27 regulates seed longevity by repressing HaHSFA9 

activity [54]. Moreover, a MYB transcription factor MYB77 interacts with both IAA19 and 
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ARFs including ARF1, ARF2, ARF5, ARF6 and ARF7 [55]. In addition, it has been shown 

that a bHLH transcription factor BIGPETALp (BPEp) interacts with ARF8 [56], and that a 

transcriptional co-regulator BREVIS RADIX (BRX) interacts with ARF5 [57]. In most of 

these cases, DIII/IV has been shown to be required for the interactions. These findings are 

especially interesting since they suggest that other signaling pathways may modulate auxin 

signaling through direct protein-protein interactions with Aux/IAAs or ARFs. These 

interactions may lead to integration of signals from multiple signaling pathways.

Conclusion

Although both the structure of the auxin molecule and the core SCFTIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA-ARF 

auxin perception and signaling module are quite simple, multiple layers of regulation allow 

the occurrence of diverse and dynamic auxin responses. As described in this review, 

different combinations of auxin signaling components, formation of transcriptional 

regulatory complexes, post-translational modifications, and interaction of core auxin 

signaling components with factors involved in other signaling pathways may all contribute 

to the diversity and specificity of auxin response. Furthermore, when these aspects of 

regulation are combined with regulation of transcription [18,23,37,58,59], small RNA-

mediated post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression [60], auxin metabolism [2,4 ], 

directional transport [3] and feedbacks existing between different processes [61], a 

multidimensional regulatory matrix will form. In addition to the SCFTIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA-

ARF module, another auxin signaling pathway involving AUXIN BINDING PROTEIN1 

(ABP1) has been shown to mediate non-transcriptional auxin responses and play a critical 

role in plant development [62,63]. Moreover, a SKP2A-mediated pathway may affect auxin-

regulated cell cycle control [64]. Therefore, it will be intriguing (although challenging) to 

both dissect the details and understand the integrity of the network underlying the fine-

tuning, plasticity and specificity of auxin response that integrates developmental and 

environmental cues. In the future, alongside with genetic, genomics, cellular biological and 

biochemical studies, structural studies on complexes involved in auxin signaling (e.g., the 

Aux/IAA-ARF multimers) will help gain insights into molecular basis of auxin signaling. In 

addition, computational approaches may open new avenues to understand the complex 

network of auxin response.
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Highlights

The TIR1/AFB-Aux/IAA-ARF module has a key role in auxin signaling

Combinatorial protein interactions contribute to the specificity of auxin signaling.

Multimerization of Aux/IAAs and ARFs mediates transcriptional regulation by 

auxin.
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Figure 1. A model for the TIR1/AFB-mediated auxin signaling pathway
A. DIII/IV regions of Aux/IAAs and ARFs are homologous and the DIII/IV of most Aux/

IAAs and ARFs form a PB1 domain that comprises both an acidic (+) and a basic (−) faces.

B. When auxin level is low, Aux/IAA proteins and ARFs form multimers through 

directional interaction between the acidic and basic interfaces of their DIII/IV regions. Aux/

IAAs in the multimers recruit co-repressor complexes, which at least consist of TPLs and 

HDACs and repress transcription of target promoter through removing acetyls (Ac) from 

local chromatin. In addition, Aux/IAAs in the multimers may block ARFs from efficient 

binding to AuxREs in their target promoters. When auxin level is high, auxin promotes 

ubiquitination and degradation of Aux/IAAs through a SCFTIR1/AFB-proteosome module, 

and the released ARFs form dimers and even higher-order complexes that activate 

expression of target genes.
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